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Who is INMA?
International News Media Association (INMA)

Founded
1930

How we evolved
1930 (North America) >> 1971 (Europe) >> 1980 (South Pacific) >> 1993 (Latin America) >> 2007 (South Asia)

Our mission
INMA is an essential resource in the transformation of media companies that produce quality journalism

Our motto
Sharing ideas, inspiring change

Our membership network
15,740 members at 845 premium media companies in 74 countries



Our members



INMA’s objectives
Our focus

Strategy and transformation

How to grow audience

How go grow revenue

How to grow brand

How to sustain journalism

How we deliver

Sharing best practices

Spotting trends

Identifying new business models

Rewarding new ways to build value

Connecting peers



Subject matter expertise: reports



Conferences
Live events Virtual events



Accelerating digital transformation: what that means

Where smart data fits into media’s digital transformation

Digital subscriptions and a readers-first business model

What to expect next with advertising

Opportunities in chaos: trust and the closing door for change

My presentation today



COVID-19 crisis accelerated 
ideas that were lying around 

for news media



Digital transformation

Data

Advertising

Journalism

Product

Digitise • Personalise • Premiumise • Habituise • Culturise

Subscriptions



Where smart data 
fits into media’s 

digital transformation



Converted newsrooms into science-
based engagement engines

Fueled the rise of “product and tech” 
culture

Created impetus for more and more 
reader signals and segmentations

Helped with digital subscription boom

What “Big Data” hath wrought 
in the past 5 years

Re-written how we speak, how we 
benchmark, define success

Pushed advertising ecosystem away 
from “reach” model to “each” model

Democratisation of data via dashboards

Takeover of media by “Math Men (and 
Women)” at expense of “Mad Men”



Analytics 1.0: 
Business Intelligence 
(1988)
Descriptive, diagnostic 
analytics

Captured what happened in 
the past

Data = your internal 
transaction system

“Small data”

Data warehouses

“Database marketing”

Mission: improve internal 
business decisions

The evolution of data
Analytics 2.0: Big 
Data (2009)
Predictive analytics

Broadening of data sources 
for more sophisticated 
analytics

Opens and clicks, social, 
other sources

Large data volumes that 
need 
fast processing

Rise of open source 
community

Ingestion and processing 
around data lakes + 
tendency detection

Analytics 3.0: Data-
Enriched Offerings 
(2014)
Prescriptive analytics

Search algorithms, 
recommendations, targeted 
ads

Emergence of “data science”

How to use science, 
processes, algorithms, 
systems to extract insights 
from data

Unification of statistics, data 
analysis, machine learning

Better prediction results

Creating more valuable 
products and services

New organisational
structures (scientists, 
engineers, analysts)

Analytics 4.0: 
Automated 
Capabilities (2018)
Automated analytics

Knowledge work = AI, 
machine learning, deep 
learning

Examples: Neural Machine 
Translation, Smart Reply, 
Chat Bots, Meeting 
Assistants

Tasks performed by humans 
replaced by machines

Source: Towards Data Science



Alternative to cookies will emerge for cross-site tracking 

(Google privacy sandbox)

Publisher-held first-party data is rising in importance for 

advertisers

Authenticated audiences are rising in importance for 

advertisers

Publishers leveraging trusted relationships and creating 

targetable user segments for advertisers

4 outcomes to third-party 
cookie’s demise



Revised data strategies that bring 

advertising needs into better focus

Must convert anonymous users to 

authenticated users at scale

Become more artful in capturing 

user data to build robust audience 

segments from advertisers

Focus on advertiser experiences

How to put first-party data to 
good use

Share of logged-in 

pageviews at Amedia



Digital greatness = data companies with 
great content

Data underwhelms without a corresponding 
cultural shift

Personalisation: progress, strong ROI, 

under-performing vs. expectations – “smart 

segmentation” today

Need to get more aggressive in collecting 

first-party data: registrations, existing 

subscribers

What INMA has learned about 
“smart data” worldwide

Death of third-party cookie: good riddance, 

now shift to contextually relevant on-site 

behaviour, build first-party strategy

The new creativity: richer, vivacious audience 

segments to meet passion needs of 

advertisers

Business case for “smart” data: Efficiency, 

automation, engagement, loyalty, freeing up 

creative talent, increases value prop of 

advertising
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Necessary rise in automation as companies shrink in size

“Smart segmentation” will be rising best practice, personalisation dream deferred

We will learn who makes third-party transition for advertising and who relies on 
Google “privacy sandbox”

Rising comfort level with data as it is democratised through media companies

Linkage of data to more and more media business functions

Smart data predictions 
for 2021



Digital subscriptions 
and a readers-first 

model



Subscription trends 
during COVID-19
22 weeks of online subscription starts surge in Europe 
and U.S.: now slowly subsiding

Surge in demand for news and online subscriptions 
separate phenomena

COVID bump driven by trial subscriptions

New subscription sign-ups not coming from new readers 
(2/3rds not 100% related to COVID)

30% of Top 50 news subs publishers unlocked COVID 
coverage to all for free

Retention and engagement go into overdrive as Corona 
acquisitions wane; get it correct and every bump is permanent



What INMA has learned about 
digital subscriptions worldwide

✓ Reader revenue 

sustainability only possible 

with alignment across 

company: common North 

Star goals and metrics

✓ Growth comes from data-

informed experiments/ 

collaboration of newsroom, 

product/tech, marketing, 

data analytics

1 2 3Who is willing to pay? How to differentiate? How to grow and sustain?

✓ Correlated with usage: 

frequency and number of 

active days of use

✓ Most effective way to 

increase “active days” is to 

help readers form habit

✓ Payment failure is single 

biggest (and easiest) 

problem publishers can 

overcome

✓ Biggest differentiators: 

commitment to 

journalism, process vs. 

commodity news

✓ Rising differentiator is 

software features in 

subscription package: 

apps, e-replicas, archives, 

newsletters, comments, 

puzzles



Shift in resources toward retention 
and engagement post-COVID surge

“North Star” metrics rise in 
importance as cultural rallying points

More and more subscription 
responsibilities turned to newsroom

Continued move away from metered 
model to hybrid models

Subscription predictions 
for 2021

Personalisation will continue to 
sputter, smart segmentation will rise

More focus on registered users, 
incentives to register, building “top of 
funnel”

Logins: rise in incentivising, % of 
logged in pageviews rising metric



What to expect next 
with advertising



Closer to 50% short-term ad decline, W-shaped 
recovery expected (eMarketer, BCG, Deloitte)

Many publishers will only see 80% of pre-COVID 
ad revenues return by 2021

Who will punch above 80% mark? 

• Those building relationships with advertisers (Irish Times, 
Gannett, Infoglobo)

• Those with greater agility in creating, editing, optimising
creative (Prohaska)

• Those super-serving ad clients (BCG, Gannett)

• Those embracing publisher consortia to scale ad sales

Advertising trends 
during pandemic



Advertising recovery will coincide with economic recovery

Not V-shaped recovery, not W-shaped recovery, but … WWW recovery

Most publishers will permanently lose 10% of traditional advertising

“Winners” in digital advertising will figure out how to change value proposition to 
publisher first-party data

“Losers” in digital advertising will participate in whatever ad tech solution emerges 
later in 2021

Advertising predictions 
for 2021



Conclusions + 
a peek at 2021



News industry came further in first 12 weeks of pandemic … than the past 12 years

Accelerated ideas that were lying around: digital transformation, subscriptions, data

We needed a global pandemic to un-jam the cultural myopia

Strategic question: Was that a sprint or the beginning of a marathon? 

How will we perform in 2021 in the “new abnormal” without an extinction-level event?

COVID fatigue: WFM permanent, likely a WWW recovery, digital transformation 

permanent, get on with it!

Opportunities in chaos



We have just lived through an extraordinary 
“trust moment” for news media

“Consumer trust in news remains worrying low in most 
countries”: Reuters Institute

News media trust scores lower than expected vs. other 
institutions, but uptick vs. pre-Corona

Trusted news brands saw biggest spikes in online traffic

AFP: In battle for reader trust, media must be present in real time

Times of India: Higher trust leads to higher ARPU, so how to monetise trust a strategic theme

How Wirecutter earns trust (“behind the scenes at Wirecutter”)

Can’t get to “content to commerce” opportunities without a reservoir of trust

The value of trust



We operate in a historically “go slow” 
news industry

The door to “push through as much 
change as possible” has closed

Lowered expectations for financial 
performance = opportunity to 
accelerate transformation

Need more resources for: data,
subscriptions, product + tech

Must continue to desensitise companies 
to change; innovate as much through 
the organisation as the product

Final thoughts on 2021
Digital transformation = data 
companies with journalism at core, 
monetised by readers

Watch the money, but keep your eye 
on the prize: long-term brand growth,
fueled by trust, journalism, data, and
direct relationships with readers

We are all temporary custodians of 
journalism brands
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